Opening hours
November – February:
Sat, Sun, public holidays: 
Tue – Fri: 

11:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Upon request for school classes and groups 			
outside of normal business hours as well.

MUSEUM
KORBACH

Entrance Prices
Adults4,00 €
Young persons up to 18 years
2,00 €
Families9,00 €
With authorized discounts	
2,50 €
Children up to 6 years	
free
School classes			
free
Group ticket reductions for 10 persons and over	3,00 €
Wolfgang-Bonhage–
MUSEUM KORBACH
Kirchplatz 2
34497 Korbach
Telefon 05631/53 289
museum@korbach.de
www.museum-korbach.de

Wolfgang-BonhageMUSEUM KORBACH

Architecture

The museum of the county seat of Korbach

Penkhues and has received numerous ger-

is located near the center of the Old City, directly adjacent to
St. Kilian Church and the marketplace of the Hansa-allied city.

man and international architecture prizes.

Reopened in 1997, this unique ensemble of historical building
materials and modern architecture provides exhibition space
spread over around 1,700 m² for a tour of the history of the
city and the region.
In 2002 the museum received the museum-prize of the
“SparkassenKulturstiftung Hessen-Thüringen” as the best
museum in this region.
Outstanding are the 250 million year-old fossils from the
Korbacher Spalte, the certificates of the historical gold mining
and the presentation of the history
of the 1.000 year-old town.
From the roof of the new GeoFoyer
Kalkturm Korbach you have a great
view of the Korbach fissure. You will
also learn a lot about the important
fossil site.

Admission to the museum includes
entrance to the GeoFoyer Kalkturm Korbach,
Frankenberger Landstrasse 22.

The Korbach Museum was designed by
the Kassel-based architecture bureau of

Special emphasis is placed by the awarding
judges as well as by visitors on the fitting
architectural concept in regard to the historical location: This includes the integration
of the museum in the old city center, the
application of shell limestone as a natural
building material and the diversity and
structure of the interior spatial experience,
comparable to that of a Middle Ages city.
Just as the city has grown around a historical core, the museum also unites a Middle
Ages, modern and contemporary buildings
under one glass roof around an open inner
court. The entrance hall, bathed in light,
thereby enables unusual views of the Old
City´s frame-work houses and the steeple of
the St. Kilian church.

with

GeoFoyer
Kalkturm Korbach
History
Copper, Iron and Gold
Fossils
and much more ...
GeoFoyer
Kalkturm
Korbach

sprenger druck, Korbach

March – October:
Tue – Sun, public holidays:

Wolfgang-Bonhage-

History
The journey of discovery
through history
takes you back to
Korbach’s beginnings
as a marketplace and
ecclesiastical center
more than 1.000 years
ago, and to the centuries,
when Korbach was a member
of the federation of Hansa cities.

Copper, Iron and Gold

The “Korbacher Spalte”

Predicate: Child-Friendly

A stairway cut into the 250 million year-old stone leads you

A Diorama with life-sized models

down into the history of the planet. The use of the local stone,

of 250 million year-old land-based

the copper mining under Itter–rule and the ironstone mining in

vertebrates and a multimedia

“After two hours with no moaning 		
or whining with four children (8 – 14),
I can only say one thing: “Bravo!”

Adorf are important themes in the exhibition. But at the forefront

spectacle allows a glance into world of the ancestors of the

is the gold …

mammals and dinosaurs that followed.

Korbach´s Eisenberg was the target of gold diggers throughout

The exhibition comprehensibly explains the paleo-geographical,

Germany from the 13th century up to the 30–Year War. The

paleontological and geological particularities of the geological

Subconrector Carl Curtze brings you

exhibition allows some looks into a mine shaft and an ironstone

topography, unique throughout the world. Original findings from

closer to the city of the 19th century

tunnel as well as into a gold analysis laboratory of the 1920´s.

Protorosaurs, Pareiasaurs, Archosaurs, Captorhinides, Procynosuchus

and the “Modern Times” section finally

The highpoint is the “Goldkästchen Rauschenbusch” with

and Dicynodons demonstrate a Late Permian period fauna that is

shows, with the example of the railroad,

genuine gold layers and the only gold bars from Eisenberg. You

unique in its diversity for Europe.

newspaper and rubber factory, how the

find out where the gold originates, how it makes its way into the

fundamental bases of the city changed

streams, what gold looks like under the microscope and what we

in the 20th century.

actually need gold for. A film shows the world underground. And

You see the oldest Mayor´s seal in
Germany and space-age, hand – sewn
high speed bicycle tires, “Made in
Korbach”. You learn how Korbach
developed into a Middle Ages trade
center and then, following wars and the
burning of cities, sank to the status of a
small agricultural village.

children learn in the fairytale cave how the knowledge of gold
was passed on in legends.

Of particular value for science are the finds of mammal-like
reptiles which stand right in the forefront in the genealogical
table of mammals, and therefore also of humans. Fossils of this
animal group are only available elsewhere in South
Africa and Russia. The group includes Procy
nosuchus, whose verified discovery made the
Korbacher Spalte famous in expert circles
throughout the world.
The newly opened department of the
Museum in the industrial monument

(Family S. from Cologne),

“A museum for heart, hand and mind”
(A. and D. from Rostock, entries in the Guest Book)

There is still plenty to see in the Korbach
Museum.
• Steel furniture from Waldeck
• Excavation finds from Burg Eisenberg
• The Baroque Joseph painting from the
“Alte Waage”
• The exhibition about the history of Waldeck
• The musical cabinet
• Archeological finds from pre and 		
early history
• Old ovens and oven plates in the 		
“Fire and Iron” section
• Viewpoints and views – Art in Waldeck
• Historical weather vanes
There are things to touch and to try all over the place,
and these are always colored yellow.

lime for the evolution of life as well as for

• A scale that shows what butter, meat or wax cost on
the Korbacher Market in 1420
• A game on the history of the city “Playground Corbecki”
• “Feel Boxes” on the subject of “Handcraft”
• A refrigerator that asks, “Where does the milk come from?”
• A handicrafts game with the theme “Steel Piping Furniture”

the early industrial history in Korbach.

and much more.

GeoFoyer Kalkturm Korbach offers
exciting informations on the geology of
the Zechstein and the permian fauna.
But you will also learn the importance of

